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Nat-A-Tat2
Nat-A-Tat2 is the premier all natural, 100% USDA 

certified organic tattoo after care line. We believe in
sustainably resourced ingredients that are cruelty free

and of the highest quality. 

Our mission is to educate tattoo artists and collectors 
of the optimal way to preserve and care for their 

tattoos and skin while knowing the products have been
formulated and made responsibly. 

844.235.0215
www.natatat2.com

See page 32
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W
elcome to 2018 Pain readers…and what a whirlwind
the holidays have been! As everyone gets back to the
grind, Pain has one hell of a lineup this month and
some incredible news for ya’ll. Did you know that
tattooing is now a $50 billion industry? Yes, that’s

billion, with a “B”. There’s no better time than now to be working
the needle. But as the industry grows, so too does its roster of
artists and consequently, standing out has never been more of a
chore. In a perfect world, your fame as an artist would be directly
proportional to your level of talent. It requires cultivation through
relentless marketing and shameless self-promotion. Luckily for you,
we’ve put together a few pointers on how to make the effort worth
your while. Take a look at some tips of the trade on page 34.

       Next, Mom, AKA, Beth Swilling, didn’t come to own a tattoo
shop through the conventional route, if that term can even apply
here. Though always an artist, the devoted wife and mother of two
spent the greater portion of her adult years in the corporate world,
working in project management, marketing and event coordination
for a software company based out of the Bay Area. Check out this
month’s Shop of the Month feature to find out just how this working
mama joined this multi-billion dollar industry and turned Mom’s
into the premier shop it is today.

       Lastly, are you a show coordinator looking for ways to garner
exposure? Pain now offers a premium show guide to aid in all of
your endeavors. Open to wholesalers, distributors, shops and artists,
the show guide will undoubtedly put YOU on the map! Included in
the show guides are options for website and social media advertising
so don’t miss out! Call Jenn today at 505-332-3003 for details!

See you all next month as we stroll into the month of LOVE.





L
ast month we discussed the importance of involving govern-
ment regulators and attorneys in the development of body art
ordinances. We also discussed two significant lawsuits; one
involving a minor female who was allegedly drugged by a
piercer and pierced in numerous locations in her vaginal and

anal area. That lawsuit was dropped because the piercer left town
after the incident and was not able to be located by authorities. He
would have been charged with assault had they located him. We
also discussed another lawsuit involving a body art shop in the
southeastern part of the United States that was discarding sharps
and blood-soaked material in their city issued trash dumpster
causing needle poke injuries to the solid waste employee. The
resulting lawsuit was won by the city employee and a significant
settlement was issued to compensate him for contracting a blood-
borne illness. The first incident was the result of an irresponsible
piercer who was working independently of the rules and regulations
of the tattoo shop where he was employed. The second incident
was the result of a body art shop that failed to include an ordinance
provision that identified the proper methods of disposing sharps
and blood-soaked materials. Both incidents involve malicious activity
and gross negligence, but the second incident promoted dangerous
biomedical waste disposal therefore creating an imminent health
hazard at the body art shop resulting in great bodily injury.

      In the body art world, a variety of potential hazards are
always present due to the presence of blood and bodily fluids that
must be managed properly and safely. This is where government
regulators and attorneys can provide valuable assistance and
strategic legal advice on the formation of a body art ordinance.
In most cases, government agencies have attorneys that review
the final body art document. 

continued on page 26

CODE OF FEDERAL 
REGULATIONS AND BODY 

ART ORDINANCES
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“F
irst of all, I’m an artist. As an artist, I
believe in freedom of speech. I believe
that you should be able to satirize,
point out the flaws of, or maybe even

applaud the things that are going on in
your community and your political system.”

      Maybe when she’s home around the
dinner table, she’ll ask you about your day
at school and remind you to eat your broccoli.
But when you’re in her tattoo shop,               
Mom’s gonna drop some serious knowledge
on your ass. 

      “But artists are also co-opted
to propagandize,” she continues.
“The Sistine Chapel? Propaganda.

Total propaganda. It’s what we had to do to
survive. But I think it’s great that in this country,
artists have that freedom of speech.”

It’s not hard to drift into the melee of the
modern zeitgeist when you talk to Mom.
She has opinions—and she didn’t come
by them from listening to Dr. Laura. Worry
not, though; for while you may find yourself

in the mix, having your ideas challenged
regardless of political bent, she’s not going to
drag you through the sludge, nor will she stoop
to the mudslinging that characterizes the era.
Mom doesn’t want you to ruin your brand-

new shoes or that dapper button-
up. It’s a good color on you.

continued on page 20
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Dear U.,

      Based on complaints I ’ve been
hearing from disgruntled piercees, I cannot
endorse the uncommunicative method. I
always share the marks for proposed
piercing placement. In fact, I insist that my
clients know where their piercings will be
located. I don’t want any surprises once
jewelry is in—and certainly no misunder-
standings or disappointments. I believe
that receiving concurrence on placement
before the procedure is critical: it is the
essence of what makes professional
piercing a consensual act.

      My unwavering policy was stunningly
validated back in the 1980s when a man
came to get pierced, loudly and proudly
announcing that he wanted an ampallang.
He refused to look at the marks, citing
great trust in me. We bickered briefly but
I simply declined to pierce him unless he
approved the site I’d designated. That was
most fortunate, because it turned out that
he actually wanted a frenum piercing!

      Increasing numbers of dissatisfied
consumers have been asking me for advice
after their practitioners failed to engage
in conversations about placement. People
are needlessly receiving piercings they’re
unhappy with, and they frequently wind
up abandoning them. I’ve even seen cases

in which the wrong body part was pierced!
I just consulted with a woman who ended
up with six labia minora piercings, though
she’d wanted her outer labia ornamented.
The piercer refused to show her a mirror,
though she requested one both before and
after the procedure. Upon returning home
and examining herself, the poor victim
was understandably mortified. This inex-
cusable fiasco could easily have been
avoided with the briefest of exchanges,
and a trusty hand mirror. 

      There are two distinct types of situa-
tions that can entail different handling.
One relates to piercings with key anatom-
ical and safety considerations, like the
triangle, for instance. There is a single,
perfect spot for these (on bodies that are
suitably configured), and the location is
non-negotiable. The other concerns pierc-
ings that are aesthetically based, such as
the ear and nostril. You can have compar-
atively free rein here with opinions on
placement—as can the piercee. But your
suggestions should never be arbitrary.
Even with ornamental piercings on the
most mundane, featureless anatomy, look
for the site that is best suited, more
centered to localized structures, or that
has some rationale for being selected. 

      Even in the instances in which I’m
unwilling to compromise on where pierc-

ings will be situated, I still show the marks
to my piercees and require their assent.
While using a mirror to demonstrate
proposed placement, I always list the
factors that support why a piercing should
be made at that precise point and nowhere
else. For example, I’ll indicate if there’s a
natural fold or groove to pierce within, a
ridge to frame, etc., and may also specify
how the jewelry will rest, depending on
the individual’s unique build.

      In many cases, safety and aesthetic
aspects are both relevant. For example,
nipple piercings have an optimal depth,
but the angle is a subject for discussion—
or at least it should be. I always inquire
whether the client has an idea in mind:
horizontal, vertical, or some custom slant.
If they have a preference, I’ll take it into
consideration, and can usually accommo-
date their wishes. However, if the anatomy
strongly suggests an alternative, due to an
elliptical shape of the nipple or areola,
for example, I’ll mark accordingly. I then
explain why I suggest the alternative posi-
tion instead of the one they requested. If
they still want to go with their original
vision and there are no safety issues, I will
comply. However, I cannot be swayed
when my advised piercing placement is
to avoid Montgomery Glands, scar tissue,
or a blood vessel, or if there are other
anatomical concerns. 

To Show or Not to Show (Clients
the Proposed Piercing Placement)

      I’m hoping you can settle a disagreement I’m having with a coworker in my studio. He says
that we should not show marks to the client because we know best and should just pick the spot.
They can see it when the jewelry is in. 

      I say that we should talk about where the piercing will be going and show marks to the client
first. They will be the one wearing the piercing, right? What is your opinion? Thank you so much.

U.
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      For the best outcome with piercings that
are commonly stretched such as the earlobe
and Prince Albert, it is important to know
whether the person has plans to enlarge
later—and if so, how much. If the piercee
fails to mention this during the marking
process, then I will do so. But when no
dialogue takes place, these important consid-
erations will not be addressed, and piercings
can (and do) end up too low or shallow for
safe stretching.

     Even when it comes to purely ornamental
piercings, an experienced professional with
sound communication skills and some artistic
aptitude can usually persuade people to
agree with their proposed placement—espe-
cially when it really is ideal for the anatomy.
Such piercers can articulate reasons that will
make sense to the client, who will recognize
the suggestion as a worthwhile one. 

     Working with human beings, we are
sometimes faced with piercees who have
their own strong opinions and preferences.
At times, we will not agree with their perspec-
tives. My feeling is that we should do our
best to exert a positive influence and steer
them toward what we perceive as the best
placement, but ultimately, it is their body. So,
when safety is not at issue, if someone wants

a piercing higher, lower, or somewhere other
than the site we find perfect for their anatomy,
they should reserve the right to wear jewelry
where they want it.

     If you just couldn’t bear to have your
name associated with a piercing set in an
awkward spot that a customer insists upon,
it is appropriate to decline. I’ve had a few
cases over the years in which this has
happened. When someone won’t accept my
advice, and I can’t conscionably honor their
request, I’ll politely invite them to look for
another piercer. What is not acceptable is to
force anyone to wear a piercing in a location
you deem most aesthetic if it is objectionable
to the client. Though entirely preventable,
this is happening more frequently as piercers
follow an apparent “trend” of falling silent
and failing to disclose where the hole will 
be made.

      Naturally, a competent professional
usually will know better than a patron where
it is best to put a piercing. However, ours is a
service industry so we need to walk the line
between adhering to our principles on safety
and aesthetics, while working to meet our
clients’ needs and wants. But, if we don’t
confer with them about their wishes, we’ll be
quite unlikely to satisfy them.

      I can’t think of a single positive motiva-
tion or reasonable justification for piercers’
refusal to engage with customers about place-
ment. It strikes me as either lazy (being
unwilling to expend the time and effort to
communicate), inappropriately controlling,
or an attempt to mask incompetence. At the
very least, we simply can’t go wrong by
showing the prospective position, citing its
merits, and receiving an acknowledgment
before proceeding. You should feel confident
that discussing the details of piercing place-
ment is a sound practice that is worth
pursuing. I sincerely hope that this information
will inspire your colleague to revise his unilat-
eral approach.  O

Elayne Angel; Mérida, 
Mexico in the Yucatán! 

Have questions about piercing?
Have Photos? 
Need info? 

E-mail her at: 
elayneangel@piercingbible.com,

www.piercingbible.com. 
Subject Pain Mag. or
editor@painmag.com
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      My name is Dave Clarke and I’ve been tattooing since 2005. I did my 2 year apprenticeship while in the army stationed in
Germany. I’ve been tattooing in Ft. Walton Beach Florida for the past 13 years at Sacred-X-Pressions Tattoo. I feel I’m an artist that
loves doing multiple styles... I think doing multiple style lends to trying different things and applying different techniques to tattoos you
normally wouldn’t do. I love blending styles together to come up with different effects and outcomes. To me tattoos are something that
my full attention should be given. We are marking people for life so I like taking my time and focusing on every part of the tattoo,
leaving no detail out. I want my work to last and turn heads and I want my clients to be proud of the ink they live with for life.

Sacred-X-Pressions Tattoo
Ft. Walton Beach FL 32569 • 850-244-6669 • Instagram: davehandlebarclarke • Facebook: davethetatguy • Twitter: daveclarkestach • Email: davectattooappointment@gmail.com
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      Mom, AKA, Beth Swilling, didn’t come
to own a tattoo shop through the conven-
tional route, if that term can even apply
here. Though always an artist, the devoted
wife and mother of two spent the greater
portion of her adult years in the corporate
world, working in project management,
marketing and event coordination for a soft-
ware company based out of the Bay Area.
It wasn’t until a chance meeting with Damien
Lee in New Zealand that she even consid-
ered it—and at that point, she was already
in her 40s. 

      Skip ahead a few years. She and the
family had moved to Spokane, Washington.
At this point, tattooing was in her veins—

and on her skin. After being rejected for
employment by a local shop over the mere
fact that she was a woman, Beth opened a
studio of her own. The name came naturally. 

      “Just call it ‘Mom’s,” her eldest daughter
told her, “Cause I always tell everyone, ‘just
go see my mom.’” “It totally works,” Beth
affirms. “Yes, we have the tattoo tradition
here in this shop, but we're also going to
take care of you. We really care about you
as a client.” 

      That care shines through every aspect
of the business, as real and warm as apple
pie. From the minute you walk in the door,
it’s obvious that you’re not just another chunk

of flesh to mark or puncture. You matter.
Expect to be greeted warmly by the support
staff (Beth insists they are as crucial as the
artists). Know that you won’t leave without
detailed attention to your aftercare. Keep
an eye on your email, too; she’s going to
be sending a follow-up. And the work? Just
see for yourself. Mom is pushing limits of
what she does, always honing her craft,
never letting the fact that she’s in her 50s
become an excuse for sitting still. It’s an
example happily followed by her diverse
and talented staff, each of whom she names
and avidly lauds for their contribution to the
business she’s built. 

continued on page 24
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      The shop is showered in praises from 
online reviewers, with a big emphasis on their
cleanliness. Obviously. Mom’s in charge.

      “No, that’s because Shandra’s in charge,”
Beth corrects, passing the credit again to her
eldest daughter, the store’s manager and principle
piercer. “She’s an APP member. She’s gone 
to APP conferences four years in a row, taken 
all the classes . . . It’s really raised the bar for
everybody.”

      In naming her daughter, Beth is quick to point
out that though she’s big on family, she’s “not
big on nepotism.” She just appreciates quality
and hard work, both virtues she insists her
offspring possesses, as well as what defines her
business.

      “At the end of the day,” she sums up, “for us at
Mom's, it's quality of work and quality of experience.” 

      But don’t forget the milk and cookies. Just be
careful; they’re probably medicated. O





      They are not private attorneys and offer this advice free of
charge. The regulators and attorneys will make sure the body art
ordinance includes statements that specifically define a safe work
environment and the proper disposal of sharps and blood-soaked
materials. This professional advice is critical in any industry where
exposure to potential pathogens is reasonably high. In most cases,
your government regulator can assist in consulting with your body
art shop on where to place these statements in your ordinance.
The government attorney can also let you know where to find this
federal information. As a tattoo shop owner or manager, go into
these meetings well prepared by knowing where to find safety
information in the CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS commonly
referred to as CFR’s. The Code of Federal Regulations is the 
codification of the general and permanent rules and regulations
published in the Federal Register by the Executive Departments
and agencies of the federal government of the United States.
While new regulations are continually becoming effective, the
printed volumes of the CFR are issued once each calendar year.
The full volume of the CFR directly related to the body art industry
is available every July 1st. The electronic version is updated daily
and available for your review.

      CFR’s are easily accessed on the internet by searching the
Code of Federal Regulations. Once you place the CFR in your
favorite search engine, go to the Electronic Code of Federal
Regulations. This will bring you to the official federal page called
e-CFR. It starts with Title 1 and there are 50 titles in the entire CFR.
Go to Title 29 under “Labor” and hit the down arrow next to the
title. Start your search in CFR 1910.1000 under Occupational
Safety and Health Standards then go to CFR1910.1030 under
bloodborne pathogens and start your review. When you are
building your local ordinance, you are only required to reference
the CFR. For instance, typical body art ordinances will state, “Red
bags must then be disposed of by, or delivered to, an approved
medical waste facility pursuant to federal and state regulations
including but not limited to 29 CFR Part 1910.1030 and the Solid
Waste Management Regulations promulgated by the particular
state’s Environment Department.” It also says, “Storage of conta-
minated waste on-site shall not exceed the time period specified
by your local state’s Environment Department.” As a body art
shop owner or manager, always be familiar with the CFR you’re
referencing and be able to share that information with your
employees and in rare cases, with your attorney if it goes that far.

      You’ll notice that some CFR’s refer to your local state’s 
regulations on handling special waste. Start your search by
entering your state’s Solid Waste Management Department. This
will become important because each state has different regulations
regarding special waste. For instance, in most states, 45 days is
the upper limit on your contaminated waste shelf life. Before you
start making frantic phone calls to medical waste facilities or
unlawfully throwing your sharps and red bags into your facility
dumpster, relax, the clock doesn’t start ticking on your medical
waste until the containers become 2/3 full. Once they become
2/3 full, you have 45 days to arrange proper disposal of these
medical wastes.

      Tap into the expertise of your local government regulator for
assistance on putting together or amending your body art 
ordinance. They are a wealth of information because it’s their 
job to help you become compliant. Working with government
regulators is educational for the regulator and they body art shop
owner. Make the necessary phone calls or emails to your city,
county or state regulator. They will appreciate it.  O
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Photos courtesy of Clay Drummond

It’s been figured that one-in-f ive NewZealanders has a tattoo. In the small town of
New Plymouth, that number multiplied
dramatically during the New Zealand Tattoo

& Art Festival.

       Now in its seventh year, the festival draws
a mix of hard core tattoo collectors coming to
add to their collection to people just taking a
casual look around. According to organizer
Brent Taylor, people travel from across  New
Zealand and Australia to get tattooed at what
is billed as “Australasia's biggest tattoo event.” 

       The festival had over 250 artists from the
around world - well over 150 were interna-
tionals from countries like America, France,
Italy, Holland, U.K, Japan, South Korea, China,
Malaysia, Samos and Australia.

continued on page 30
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       “We were lucky enough
to have Ink Master stars Ryan
Ashley, Cleen Rock, Marvin
Silvia & Tommy Helm attend
this year, who were al l
extremely popular with the NZ
public,” Taylor says. “Steve
Butcher, Steve Ma Ching, and
Dean Sacred led a contingent
of New Zealand's best artists.
Hand-tapped Samoan tattoos
by Brent McCowan, Lawrence
Ah Ching and Peter Sulu'ape
also drew huge crowds over
the weekend.”

       Three Australian artists
took home the big awards.
Chris Showstopper (Monarch
Tattoo Studio Sydney) won
Best of Day Saturday with a
black & grey realism ship that
morphs into a portrait of a guy
with a beard; Ryan Ussher
(Lighthouse Tattoo, Sydney)
earned Best of Day Sunday
with a beaut i fu l ly done
Japanese style Hanya tattoo;
and Coza (Foundry Tattoo,
Queensland) captured Best of
Show with a dragon back
piece done over the two days.

       
“Realism tat toos are st i l l
popular, and over the last year
or two, black tattoos have
become very fashionable in
this country - lots of mandalas,
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dot work tattoos, and line work
flowers being done,” Taylor says.
“The festival had the best around
in all styles of tattooing. I work
really hard to make sure it's not
dominated by any one particular
style.”

       But the festival isn’t just about
tattooing. There’s a huge amount
of entertainment headlined by
some of New Zealand’s best
bands, U.K fire dancer Cervena
Fox, aerialist Venus Starr, and an
“outdoor zone” with FXM and BMX
trick riders including X-Games
champion Levi Sherwood.

       “Everything works together
really well. The artists are always
busy with clients, so the entertain-
ment is for those who aren't getting
tattooed to enjoy or something to
enjoy before or af ter you've 
gotten a tattoo,” Taylor says. “The
performers and riders have become
part of the event and really fit in
well with the tattoo community.”

       “You don' t  have to get
tattooed or be tattooed to enjoy the
festival,” he adds. “It’s very family-
friendly, which  helps to create an
amazing vibe.”  O

New Zealand Tattoo & Art Festival
November 25-26, 2017      
New Plymouth, New Zealand
www.nztattooart.com
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       The once-taboo tattoo has become a
personalized choice of art for young and old
alike. The body is the canvas and needs to be
pampered as the inks are beautiful but not a
natural occurrence on skin.  The artistry, skill,
creativity and craft involved in creating tattoos
is something to be inspired by and preserved.
I believe these pieces of art need to be cared
for and well-maintained, and Nat-A-Tat 2 is
here to do just that!

       Nat-A-Tat2 is the premier all natural, 100%
USDA certified organic tattoo after care line.

We believe in sustainably resourced ingredients
that are cruelty free and of the highest quality.
Our mission is to educate tattoo artists and
collectors of the optimal way to preserve and
care for their tattoos and skin while knowing
the products have been formulated and made
responsibly. Our tattoo foaming soap and 
aftercare lotion will allow your skin to heal
beautifully while our tattoo balm will keep your
ink looking bright and bold for years to come.

-Christy Hierholzer, CEO & Founder

I
nspiration comes from many places; nature, family, friends and even our children. As a wife
and mother, when my sons began accumulating tattoos, inspiration struck. As founder of
Pura Botanica, a luxury line of all natural and certified organic bath and body products, I
recognized the need for a certified organic and natural tattoo care that I would trust for my
own children’s skin; and Nat-A-Tat2 was born.
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Words by David Pogge
Information provided by:

Jennifer Orellana, Advertising Director, PAIN Magazine
Jayvo Scott, Artist, Actor, Ink Master star, and all-around badass

Phillip Hackley, Frankenstein’s Creations: Privately developed solutions for digital delivery of artwork

A
ccording to Business Insider, tattooing
is now a $50 billion industry. Yes,
that’s billion, with a “B.” It’s a good
time to working the needle. But as the
industry grows, so too does its roster

of artists and consequently, standing out
has never been more of a chore. In a perfect
world, your fame as an artist would be
directly proportional to your level of talent.
But we live in a world where Arrested
Development was originally canceled after
three seasons while the Kardashians have
made it to number 14. Our world is
anything but perfect. The point is, fame
does not subsist on talent alone. It requires
cultivation through relentless marketing and
shameless self-promotion. Luckily for you,
we’ve put together a few pointers on how
to make the effort worth your while.

       Hone your craft. OK, so we’ve
addressed that fame requires more than
talent, but don’t get the wrong idea. You
still need the stuff, and a helluva lot of it.
The competition has never been more brutal.
If you want a popsicle’s chance in the nether-
world of making it, you have to put in the
work. Never stop evolving. Always assume
there’s more to learn, because let’s face it;
there always is. Every day, there’s a better
machine, a new technique, a more effective
regimen for aftercare.  Learn it all. Then,
do it again. Once you’ve mastered the rudi-
ments, find your niche and own it. Hint: it’s
not flash art. 

       Spread the love.Networking plays
an important role in any business, but in
the tat too world, i t ’s  crucial .  Bui ld
comradery with your fellow artists. View
the industry as a community rather than a
crab pot and toss some love to your
colleagues. Remember, there are more forms
of currency than just the kind you can take
to the bank. Be outgoing. Hit up the conven-
tions as often as possible and always be
on the lookout for guest spots to boost your
range. Most importantly, don’t be a dick.

That was cool back in the 80s, but in today’s
world, it no longer flies. A bad Yelp or
Google review could end you faster than
you can say, “I don’t take walk-ins.”

       Pimp your website. Your website
is your digital business card and effective
as they are, no social media platform will
replace that. First step is your bio. Keep it
short and punchy, but most importantly,
relatable. Customers choose their artist
based on personality just as much as the
work they showcase. Next, have a proper
portfolio. By proper, we mean professional.
Grainy cellphone pics or poorly lit shots
that show more redness than ink are a no-
go. Remember, the point of the website is
to drive customers to your chair, so make
sure your contact info is easily accessible.
It’s also advisable to set yourself up as a
business entity on Google, even if you don’t
own a shop. Chances are, you’re renting
that chair, which makes you an independent
businessman—and your business needs to
be on Google. Finally, keep in mind that
60% of internet users are browsing with
their phone, so make sure everything is
mobile-friendly.

       Now, repeat these words and make
them your digital mantra: Nix the Wix.
Translation: ditch the crappy, prefab
beginner page. You’re an artist and your
work should be delivered in a manner that
matches its quality. If you’re not a code-
savvy web guru, hire a professional. Or
better yet, make some trades. There are
plenty of web designers who’d be more
than happy to pound out a page for some
new ink. You get a website for half the price
and they have a permanent ad for your
work on their skin. Win/win. 

       Get social. Social media is the most
time-consuming, but ultimately, the most
important aspect of self-promotion. For the
tattoo world, Instagram reigns supreme. Get
that account running with regular posts

popping out all day, every day and learn
those hashtags. Don’t forget about Pinterest
and Snapchat, either. They’re not just for
holiday craft ideas and low-risk sexting.
Facebook and Twitter obviously play impor-
tant roles too. Overall, the key is constant
engagement with your audience and
sharing of relevant posts on every platform. 

       Ads are great for local traffic, but will
do little to move the needle nationally. To
truly break through and go viral, it’s less
feeling, more algorithms. Each social media
platform has its own constantly shifting set
of algorithms to both encourage and stifle
business growth. It’s up to you or the person
you hire to figure out how to crack them.
For example, you may have noticed that a
lot of still images on Facebook are being
posted as videos. Why? Well, because
Facebook is currently trying to compete with
Youtube on video streaming and is therefore
pushing directly embedded videos far more
than standard images. Sadly, by the time
this article goes to press, that little trick may
have already expired. This is why, once
again, you might want to hire—or trade
work for—a professional. 

       Want to jumpstart your campaign?
PAIN can help. As the digital source for all
things body modification, we have the
network and the bullhorn to broadcast your
message and expand your reach.
Piggyback off the work we’ve already done
with our brand-new, affordable package
just for artists that includes a profile, a
hotlink, five social media posts, and a free
shout out to get heads turning.  For more
information, contact Jenn at 505. -
332.3003.

       At the end of the day, though, 
never forget that as a tattoo artist, a 
happy customer is still your number one 
promotional asset, which means that your
best advertisement is the one you get paid 
to do.  O

Promote YOURSELF
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“My name is Bacon. And I’m vegan.”

       Sometimes, the stories just write themselves. The overt irony is total happenstance,
though. The name came before the diet change, a gift from a friend in the throes of
the mind-expansion that comes with the ingestion of lysergic acid diethylamide. Don’t
worry; it wasn’t at a Phish concert. 

       “Me and my friend were sitting around, tripping on acid,” Bacon, AKA, Josh
Erickson recalls, not remotely shy about the story’s drug-laced backdrop. “He was
like, 'Man, you know how some people just look like a fucking Bob or a Steve? . . .
You look like a Bacon. I'm going to call you Bacon.’” One mention of the nickname
in front of his coworkers and his fate was sealed.

       A psychedelic touting, vegan Portlandian who tattoos for a living under an ironic
handle may sound like the consummate hipster protagonist in a post-modern pulp
fiction piece, but Bacon is as real as his namesake is delicious and possesses none of
the annoying qualities the description might suggest. There’s no self-conscious smugness
about him, no contrived adherence to obsolete ideals, and most importantly, no over-
reliance on irony (remember: the name was unintended.)

       Credit the psychedelics. Bacon does, and for more than the ego-melting qualities
that helped him avoid being ‘that guy.’ It wouldn’t be a stretch to assume his wide
palette of bold, bright colors and tendency toward expressionism and surrealism
were a product of his choice in chemical enhancements, but that’s only one aspect of
the much deeper transformation that he describes. 

       “The name of my tattoo shop is Divine Moments Tattoo, so the acronym for it is
DMT,” he points out. “I had a pretty powerful experience with DMT about six or seven
years ago and it completely changed who I was at my core. I was pretty egotistical,
your average small town tattooer, you know, cock of the walk type of shit. It put my
dick in the dirt real quick and opened me up to a whole different life. It immediately
changed my art, the way that I speak to people.”

       Since the experience, Bacon has been an open vessel for imparted knowledge
and new ideas, a facet of his character that served him well when working under the
tutelage of tattoo legend, James Kern. 

       “He is from another planet,” Bacon says of his former employer. “The amount of
knowledge in that head . . . holy buckets.” 

       “James taught me to plan everything out,” he continues, “to really think about
what I’m doing. Color, temperature, how light moves across images, across forms,
shit that I never thought about before . . . he just opened a whole doorway of knowl-
edge.”

       By personality (and perhaps entheogenic inspiration), Bacon is naturally tolerant,
always open to the ideas and viewpoints of others, rarely one to speak in absolutes.
Unless, of course, the discussion turns toward cleanliness. He’s pretty confident about
the science behind that one. 

       “Universal precautions, man. That is the biggest thing that I see people fucking
up with everywhere. I see these big name tattooers tattoo with watches on. That’s
fucking disgusting. I'm sorry. I don't care how clean you are . . . Your skin cells have
been building up in that watch for however long. That's disgusting. Take off your
watch. Take off your rings.  You're not a fucking fashion icon. You're a technician.”

       Aside from this, the only other opinion Bacon seems stuck on is the opinion that
you should never get stuck on an opinion. 

       “Be open to anything. That is what has brought me the most change from my
heart . . . from different styles of tattooing to different machines, different needles. Just
don’t be boxed in like some tattooers can get. They're like, ‘Nope. Loyal to the coil.’
And I'm like, 'Well, yeah. Coil machines are great for some things. But it's about the
right tool for the right job. I'm not going to climb a roof and try to fucking peel the
shingles off with a monkey wrench.’”  O
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John "JR" Roberts (Atlanta Brewing Company, Max
Lager's) and Crawford Moran (Dogwood Brewing
Company, 5 Seasons Westside, Slice & Pint) have
been commercially brewing in Atlanta longer than
anyone. It's no wonder, then, that their conversation
at Roberts' Downtown brewpub, Max Lager's, about
ATL beer history is rapid fire and convivial. If they
seem like friends gabbing about old times, well, that's
because they are.

       You guys both started professionally brewing
in 1996, before almost anyone else in the state.
What was it like to help pioneer Georgia craft beer?

Crawford Moran: Well, I knew that nobody knew
what the hell I was doing. I was putting together
Dogwood, and I had a business plan and I was shop-
ping it to investors as "Atlanta's first brewery,"
because nothing was open at the time. I started to
raise a little bit of money, then Red Brick and
Marthasville came up, and I had to change my busi-
ness plan, which cost like $300. There wasn't
anything going on, and no one in the Southeast really
knew beer or had any background with it. That was
a challenge, for sure.

       John "JR" Roberts: I knew we'd be kind of
pioneering down here, because there was nobody
really doing it. There were [lots] of people jumping
into it, especially with pubs. The first wave was 
brewpubs. But to be honest, when I came down 
[from Boston], I didn't feel like it was unusual. I'd
been around the craft beer scene in Massachusetts
for a while, so it felt like this was how it was supposed
to be.

CM: For me, born and raised in Atlanta, it was
unusual. I grew up with no choice, no selection,
nothing. We had Bud and Bud Light. [laughs] It 
was highly unusual to make a pale ale that was 
dry-hopped or a stout that was dark. It was very
shiny. I remember having so many conversations that
were like, "No, no, no, beer doesn't have to be
made in Germany." Literally having those conversa-
tions with educated people.

       Georgia's seen a surge in brewery and
brewpub openings, especially in the last five years.
How do you expect that growth to look in the years
to come?

JR: In Georgia, we have a lot of room. The [Georgia
Craft Brewers Guild] did some math about the amount
of beer that's sold in Georgia compared to amount
of beer that's made in Georgia, and we found out
that Georgia could support nine breweries the size
of SweetWater and still have room left over for sales.
That's a lot of room! I think you're going to continue
to see more people open. I think there's going to be
a surge toward brewpubs again.

CM: The problem with not being able to sell direct
from a brewery or brewpub — if they would [allow]
that one single thing, what it does for packaging
brewers is it lowers your break-even point dramati-
cally. That takes a lot of risk out of the equation. It
also takes down the amount of money you need, so
the mistakes you make your first year aren't as gargan-
tuan. It goes from raising $1.5 million to throwing
[in] a hundred grand or something. It's a friends and
family deal versus a giant investment package. It
really changes the equation of how to succeed in
Georgia. If they would do that, I think we could grow
exponentially. But right now, Georgia is a net exporter
of jobs in craft brewing. We consume way more
craft beer than we make in this state, which is ridicu-
lous. We're way behind South Carolina and
Alabama, for god's sake. That should sting everybody
in government here.

       Other than the laws, what does Atlanta need to
be considered a beer hub like Asheville, Portland,
Denver, San Diego?

JR: Nothing. When I visit Asheville, it's good. There
are a few places that are great! But I drink more
great beer here, in this area, from local breweries
that blow me away on a daily basis, than any place
in the South. Asheville is beautiful, you go to the
mountains. It's a great place. But they can do anything
they want. It makes it easier for them to be viable.
They're not restricted.

CM: That's it. What else could there be?  O
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